Purine nucleoside phosphorylase from Cellulomonas sp.: physicochemical properties and binding of substrates determined by ligand-dependent enhancement of enzyme intrinsic fluorescence, and by protective effects of ligands on thermal inactivation of the enzyme.
Purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) from Cellulomonas sp., homotrimeric in the crystalline state, is also a trimer in solution. Other features of the enzyme are typical for "low molecular mass" PNPs, except for its unusual stability at pH 11. Purine bases, alpha-D-ribose-1-phosphate (R1P) and phosphate enhance the intrinsic fluorescence of Cellulomonas PNP, and hence form binary complexes and induce conformational changes of the protein that alter the microenvironment of tryptophan residue(s). The effect due to guanine (Gua) binding is much higher than those caused by other ligands, suggesting that the enzyme preferentially binds a fluorescent, most probably rare tautomeric anionic form of Gua, further shown by comparison of emission properties of the PNP/Gua complex with that of Gua anion and its N-methyl derivatives. Guanosine (Guo) and inosine (Ino) at 100 microM concentration show little and no effect, respectively, on enzyme intrinsic fluorescence, but their protective effect against thermal inactivation of the enzyme points to their forming weak binary complexes with PNP. Binding of Gua, hypoxanthine (Hx) and R1P to the trimeric enzyme is described by one dissociation constant, K(d)=0.46 microM for Gua, 3.0 microM for Hx, and 60 microM for R1P. The binding stoichiometry for Gua (and probably Hx) is three ligand molecules per enzyme trimer. Effects of phosphate on the enzyme intrinsic fluorescence are due not only to binding, but also to an increase in ionic strength, as shown by titration with KCl. When corrected for effects of ionic strength, titration data with phosphate are most consistent with one dissociation constant, K(d)=270 microM, but existence of a very weak binding site with K(d)>50 mM could not be unequivocally ruled out. Binding of Gua to the PNP/phosphate binary complex is weaker (K(d)=1.7 microM) than to the free enzyme (K(d)=0.46 microM), suggesting that phosphate helps release the purine base in the catalytic process of phosphorolysis. The results indicate that nonlinear kinetic plots of initial velocity, typical for PNPs, including Cellulomonas PNP, are not, as generally assumed, due to cooperative interaction between monomers forming the trimer, but to a more complex kinetic mechanism than hitherto considered.